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Le Nouveau LEfi Am&-icain. 1.

In 1967 the Frenchman Jean-Jacques

Scrvan-Schreiber jolted his fellow citi-
zens by publishing Le D;ji Amkncain, 1

In the past decade the book’s title has

become a catch-phrase for all sorts of

challenges. 1 did not realize until re-
cently the extent to which Setvan-
Schreiber stressed the importance of the
information industry, but in a recent re-
reading of the book’s English translation
1 came upon this startling conclusion:

‘‘The new frontiers of human creativity
in every area lie in information systems

and their utilization, and the Americans

themselves do not seem fully to realize

this yet. We [presumably the French]
must forge ahead into this area before it
is taken over by others.”2

This assertion is ironic in light of the
recent cau.re cifibre in which 1 have been
involved. For lack of a better description,
1 have called it ‘‘Le Noveau Defi Ameri-

“; modesty forbids my naming it thelain

‘ ‘Gafleld Challenge, ” since I have

already named both a Iawj and a con.

stant~ after myself.
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Last fall 1 published an article in Ltz

Recbercbe entitled ‘‘1s French Science
Too Provincial?”; I said what I had to

say about the French in French, but the

English translation is reprinred on the

following pages,
The reaction to this article has been

intense. As Barbara Burke of the Wa~6

itrgtorz Po~t reported from Paris just a
few weeks ago, “French Scientists Resent
Dominance of English” !6 One French

scientist has denounced the article as

‘‘pernicious”; another accused me of
“linguistic imperialism”; and still an-

other claimed that my article ‘‘questions

the existence of a civil ization . ...” It
seems that 1 have hit a raw nerve.

Readers of h Recherche have had

their chance to reply to the ‘“New
American Challenge, ” and have cer-
tainly taken advai%ge of it--as 1’11
demonstrate at length in this space next

week, In the following pages you can ex-

amine for yourself the original source of

their outrage.
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